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Perfect for children ages 5 and 6, DK Workbooks: Language Arts: Kindergarten contains exercises

on upper and lower case letters, syllables, plurals, simple punctuation, and other fundamentals of

language arts. Developed in consultation with leading educational experts to support curriculum

learning, DK Workbooks: Language Arts is an innovative series of home-learning language arts

workbooks that is closely linked to school curriculum, and helps make learning easy and fun! Each

title is packed with exercises and activities to strengthen what children learn in school. With clear

questions and supportive illustrations to help children to understand each topic, the books reinforce

key concepts such as phonics, spelling, grammar, and punctuation. A parents' section contains

answers, tips, and guidance to provide support, and a certificate of achievement will reinforce

confidence in kids by rewarding their accomplishments. Supports the Common Core State

Standards.
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At Costco they were selling a Kingergarten Jumbo Workbook by DK for approximately $11. The

Jumbo book ended up containing all 5 of the DK workbooks for kindergartners. I think this book

would be perfect for a 5 year old... If kids are younger and asked to write a story, it may be best for

them to dictate it to the parents who can write it down for them.The language arts section has a title



page image of the nursery rhyme where the cow jumps the moon, a table of contents, followed by

worksheets. All images are in black and white so they can be colored, but the pages do include

some color on the borders and edges - in my copy its a orangy-yellow. The top of each worksheet

has a fact to read and below it some sort of interactive question/instructions.The book covers letter

tracing in a smaller font size (plus its on only 4 pages so is review), matching lower and upper case,

parts of a book/story, vowel sounds, rhyming, sentences, labeling diagrams, parts of speech

(nouns, verbs, adjectives), ordering events, reading and sorting words, plurals, mini book reports,

reading to answer questions/follow directions, question words (who, what, when, where, how, why),

consonant blends, writing three letter words, and filling out forms.To get the best learning out of this

workbook, you need to complete the reading and writing part of the workbook with your child

following the parent instructions at the back of the book.Overall, I liked this book and felt it was a

good mix of concepts appropriate for the age. I liked it better than the spelling book.

Very fair price for a workbook. It is very basic- just barely touching on each topic. But you can find

online sources to supplement. We personally use it as an outline and simple worksheet then build

from there.

Love the DK workbooks, I am a teacher and currently home schooling a 2nd grader, I use the DK

workbooks often, they always cover more in any topic on one worksheet than any other workbook

I've purchased.

Book was new as promised. It arrived before time and is in excellent condition. The 4 stars is only

because the DK workbooks are not as in depth as I had hoped for.

This is exactly what we were looking for a very good product. Great for homeschooling.

I homeschool my four year old and this book does a great job at introducing her to the basics of

reading and writing.

Love them. Gold stars for each completed page and certificate of completion at back of book.

Fun book with lots of engaging this to do. Kept my sons attention all the way through.
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